
 

 

Upgrade Options and Accessories for the Klaus TrendVario Series 

Flooring 

All Klaus parking systems come with our standard grip platform profiles, but if the system requires a 

surface that it better suited for pedestrian traffic or harsher weather conditions, there are 

alternative platform materials available. 

Easy Walk Profile 

 

The hot-dip “Easy Walk” platform profile is a beautiful and practical alternative the the Standard 

Grip flooring. This platform covering, which is made of fully closed, hot-dip steel profiles with 12 mm 

high “beads” running perpendicular to the platform, is ideal for everyone who values the advantages 

of a modern platform covering with an excellent walking and driving surface.  

AluLongLife Profile 

 

AluLongLife is the highest quality flooring available for the Klaus TrendVario systems. With an 

anodized surface that was specifically developed for this application, AluLongLife stands out in many 

respects as unrivalled material with excellent properties. It is rust-proof, durable, easy to clean, light 

weight and extremely stable, with excellent resistance to corrosion and atmospheric conditions. 

AluLongLife provides the outstanding accessibility and trafficability and high wear resistance.  



 

 
Rubber Inserts for Standard Grip Platform 

Although our standard platform profiles offer excellent driving traction, some users may find them 

difficult to walk on in high heels. An economical alternative to the EasyWalk or AluLongLife finishes is 

rubber inserts down the driver side of the platform, which evens out the walking surface and 

reduced the chances of slipping on a wet or dusty platform. These may be added at the time of 

installation, or post installation or any or all of the platforms. 

 

 

Upgraded Weight Capacity 

The TrendVario series can be upgraded to 

hold vehicles up to 2600 kg in mass on an 

individual, platform by platform basis. The 

platforms are designed so they may be 

upgraded prior to the initial installation, or 

even after the installation has been 

completed.  

 

 

Remote Control Operation 

Any TrendVario system with gates can be 

designed to be operated via remote control. 

All platforms may be accessed and gate can 

be opened and closed with these remotes, 

provided the user has a clear line of sight to 

the machine.  

 

  



 

 

Gate Finishes 

TrendVario systems that require gates are supplied with a standard perforated steel plate, framed in 

extruded aluminium to create a strong but lightweight enclosure over the front of the system. There 

are, however, a number of other door finishes available to suit a specific development: 

Perforated Aluminium Sheet 

   

Plain Aluminium Sheet 

 

With the innovative gate solutions from Klaus Multiparking, damage caused by vehicle impacts can 

be quickly and easily repaired. Panels and segments can now be exchanged rather than having to 

replace the whole gate. 

The gates can also be matched to the front of the building. A total of twelve colour options, including 

ivory, ruby red and moss green, are offered by Klaus Multiparking for outside of the gates. If a more 

natural look is preferred, gates made from Nordic spruce panels are also available. Finally, for a 

clean, modern look, the TrendVario system gates are also available in laminated glass.

Beaded Steel Plate (shown in white) 

 

Nordic Spruce Panelling 

Laminated Safety Glass 

 



 

 

Grid Compensations, Platform Lengthening/Shortening, and Gate Beams 

Grid Compensation 

The TrendVario systems are designed to incorporate seamlessly with structural columns 200mm in 

width positioned in front of the machine. In the event the structural columns are wider than 200mm, 

a grid compensation can be built into the system to 

prevent the platforms from being obscured by the 

columns.  

The grid compensation is a gap programmed into the 

machine, and in the event the machine is built over a pit 

(i.e. TV4100, TV4300) this gap is covered to prevent 

users, keys, etc. from falling into the pit. 

Should one or more grid compensations be required, 

please note that the overall width of the pit/area 

designated for the TrendVario must be increased to 

accommodate these gaps. 

 

Platform Lengthening and Shortening 

All TrendVario systems have options available for longer or shorter platforms. Please see the table 

below: 

Model Shortened  
Overall Length 

Standard 
Overall Length 

Extended 
Overall Length 

TV4000 5450 mm 5600 mm 5800 mm 

TV4100 5250 mm 5500 mm 5700 mm 

TV4200 5250 mm 5400 mm 5600 mm 

TV4300 5250 mm 5500 mm 5700 mm 

Max. vehicle length 4750 mm 5000 mm 5200 mm 

 

Beam for Gates 

Gates are required in front of any TrendVario system installed in 

a pit (i.e. TV4100, 4300, or any combination system including one 

of these models), and may also be installed in front of non-pit 

systems, for aesthetic, security or safety purposes. Any system 

with gates requires a beam 2100-2300 mm above the ground 

level from which the gates are suspended. 

Klaus Multiparking can supply modular beams, designed the 

coordinate with the gates and provide an effective, attractive 

solution.  


